
Tanford & Penrod, 1984). Disagreeing with this claim, Moscovici (1980) argued that
the two forms of social influence are qualitatively different. The basis for this position
resides in the nature of the conflict that disagreement produces. As shown in Table 8.4,
when people find themselves disagreeing with a majority point of view, they experi-
ence stress because they fear being rejected by the group. Under many circumstances,
these normative pressures lead them to publicly agree with the group. This is the sit-
uation identified by Asch in his research.

Disagreement with a minority produces a different kind of stress. Lacking the
power of normative influence, a statistical minority must exert its influence through
informational means. By remaining steadfast in their convictions, members of the
minority cause the majority to thoughtfully reconsider whether its position is correct.
As a result, minority positions are processed more extensively and produce stronger
attitudes than majority positions (Erb, Bohner, Rank, Einwiller, 2002; R. Martin,
Hewstone, & Martin, 2003).

Table 8.4 also shows that the two forms of influence differ with respect to the type
of change they produce. Whereas majority influence tends to produce public agree-
ment more than private acceptance, minority influence is more apt to actually change
people’s minds, even when they publicly refrain from endorsing the minority position
(W. Wood, et al., 1994). Because of these differences, majority influence is most apt
to occur for judgments that are susceptible to normative influence, such as personal
opinions, values, and attitudes, whereas minority influence is most apt to occur for
judgments that are susceptible to informational influence, such as objective judgments
with a factual basis.

A steadfast minority may even be effective when it fails to change the majority’s
position. Nemeth (1986; Nemeth & Wachtler, 1983) has found that dissenters lead
majority members to be more inventive and creative in their decision making. Appar-
ently, being exposed to someone who thinks outside of the box frees group members
to see solutions they had overlooked or failed to consider. As a result, groups with a
dissenter seem to make more innovative decisions than those without a dissenter. This
finding fits well with Janis’s recommendation to include a dissenting opinion in every
group. Its presence can serve a useful function even if its position is ultimately rejected.
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TABLE 8.4 Comparing Majority and Minority Influence

Type of Judgment
Influence Nature of Dominant Type of Type of Change Most Apt to Be
Type Conflict Influence Produced Affected

Majority Will I be Normative Public agreement/ Subjective judgment
rejected if I occasional private or opinion.
openly disagree acceptance.
with the group?

Minority Am I right? Informational Private acceptance, Objective judgment
particularly on with a factual basis.
related issues and
judgments.
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